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Testimonials 
(ALL TESTIMONIALS VERIFIED BY ESPEAKERS.COM) 

WATCH VIDEO WITH SOME OF THE TESTIMONIALS: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=NAM8TTX64KU  

THE TESTIMONIALS COVER KEYNOTES, WORKSHOPS, STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS, COURSE, 
TRAINING, FACILITATION, AND MUCH MORE.  

"As we are heads down with our daily work, it’s easy to lose track of innovation and the creative spirit. While 
many think it’s like lightning and uncontrollable, Yoram and his research show otherwise. Yoram came in and 
engaged our multi-site teams both with science and humor and gave the organization a basis for which to invoke 
creativity as opposed to waiting for it to possibly arrive. The team truly enjoyed the session as well as left with a 
set of tools to help in future innovation." 

M.Y., DIRECTOR, BIG DATA PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT, AT&T 

"Yoram's workshop helped us think outside the box. I would recommend the workshop to stimulate the thinking 
how to create an environment which fosters innovation." 

D.L., SR. DIRECTOR, STRATEGY, QORVO 

"One of the more important skills a startup founder needs to learn is how to negotiate. Many of them have very 
little experience with this, so we do what we can to teach them during our program. The best expert speaker we 
have been fortunate to work with is by far Yoram Solomon. His style of describing negotiating everything from 
car purchases to multi-million dollar acquisitions really brings it home for our founders. He provides simple 
exercises to illustrate how learning what the other side really wants is key to striking a great deal for everyone. 
He is highly regarded and recommended by Tech Wildcatters and our 100+ portfolio companies." 

G.D., CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, TECH WILDCATTERS 

"I've seen firsthand how Yoram can transform organizations so they are able to predict technology trends, 
unleash their creativity, and successfully launch new products based on these insights. He is an absolute master 
at blending real-world experiences with unique perspectives making him the ideal change catalyst for any 
group." 

C.H., TRAINING MANAGER, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

“Yoram's presentation to the Financial Executive International Dallas Chapter was incredibly informative and 
engaging. Our group left with practical insights about how innovation takes place and our role in making it 
happen. Extremely well organized and thought out presentation!” 

D.J.K., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, ROACH HOWARD SMITH & BARTON 

"Your presentation yesterday at Career Alliance was a big hit. The power of the presenter can be judged by how 
long after the presentation the audience stays. They were there until 11:30 a.m….a full hour after the event." 

J.B., ORGANIZER, ST. JUDE CAREER ALLIANCE 
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“Dr. Yoram Solomon is a gifted thinker and motivator in innovation, strategy, and pushing teams outside the box 
to drive best ideas. His direct experience and success in the semiconductor and other fast changing industries is 
a valuable asset to leverage by any company looking to drive innovation. He has the ability to relate to 
businesses across many fields. I highly recommend Yoram.” 

G.C., GENERAL MANAGER, TRANSPORT BUSINESS UNIT, QORVO 

"We walked in to the workshop with unknown expectations and left enlightened with a clear Strategic Intent and 
set of rules. Dr. Solomon created an environment that allowed us to be open and truthful with ourselves allowing 
us to understand where we were and where we wanted to be. He helped guide us through the process that 
allowed us to discover and develop our real strategic intent as well as the rules that we needed to achieve it." 

K.G., SENIOR MANAGER PRODUCT/PROCESS ENGINEERING, DRS 

“We want to thank you personally and on behalf of SWJC for your marvelous presentation last night. I thought 
you'd like to see this comment we received this morning: "Great job on the event last night! I found Dr. Solomon 
very engaging... I was pleased it wasn't a straight lecture on technology, but the way he broke it up into personal 
stories was very entertaining." 

S.M., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SOUTHWEST JEWISH CONGRESS 

"Dr. Yoram Solomon is a brilliant public speaker, who is both engaging and informative. Dr. Solomon's 
inspirational nature and innovate thinking processes present a cutting edge to thinking in the fields of education 
and creativity. I would strongly recommend Yoram to be a speaker on a wide range of topics, because is width 
and depth of knowledge in the areas of inspired thinking and education." 

M.B., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BRIDGE BUILDER ACADEMY 

"Excellent talk, I really got a lot out of it. Particularly the role play negotiation. Though I thought it was remarkably 
stupid and an utter waste of time as we were doing it, when you revealed the true point of the exercise 
(understanding your opposite number's motivations) I immediately realized how stupid I had been. Definitely the 
most valuable lesson among many I learned this morning. Thank you for that." 

K.R., FOUNDER & CEO, SPOKE MEDIA 

“…insightful and always an active contributor and leader. And, Yoram has a great sense of humor.” 

M.S., PARTNER, WHITLEY PENN 

“Yoram Solomon has spoken before The Plano Rotary Club several times over the past 2 years on various 
topics of interest. As then Club Program Chair responsible for booking speakers, I found Yoram to always be 
well prepared and entertaining during his appearances. He was always well received by our members. I highly 
recommend Yoram Solomon as a speaker before your Group.” 

D.M., PRESIDENT, THE PLANO ROTARY CLUB 

"As the program co-chair for Plano Sunrise Rotary, I must say booking Yoram Solomon to speak to our club was 
phenomenal! His warm and inviting speaking style was well received by our "early morning" group. We needed 
a speaker that could hold our attention and be most engaging. Yoram commanded the attention of the audience 
with interactive demonstrations and great storytelling. For a dynamic speaker, we highly recommend Yoram for 
your next event or team-building. We all have inventions and hidden talents within us, let Yoram help you and 
your team find yours." 

C.G., PROGRAM CO-CHAIR, PLANO SUNRISE ROTARY CLUB 

“Yoram Solomon came to speak at Dallas Association of Directors of Volunteers. His presentation on "Why you 
get your best ideas in the shower" was a huge hit with our members. The step by step approach he showed us 
for opening your mind to accessing new ideas was fascinating. We look forward to having Yoram come back in 
the future to speak on other topics he is a master of. You will be lucky to have another highly effective speaker 
such as Dr. Solomon.” 

J.H., PRESIDENT, DALLAS ASSOCIATION OF DIRECTORS OF VOLUNTEERS 
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"Yoram was a guest speaker at a class during one of the graduate courses I teach at SMU. His time with us was 
enjoyable for all. I noted that all my students were thoroughly engaged in the topic and discussing it during our 
following lunch period. I received unsolicited positive feedback from multiple students with the recommendation 
that it be included in another course. Being able to gain and hold audience attention while delivering new and 
useful content are most desirable positives in a guest speaker. I would highly recommend him as a speaker in 
any setting." 

A.T., ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN MS MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT, SOUTHERN METHODIST 
UNIVERSITY 

“Yoram is also a terrific facilitator. When the company began re-looking at its diversification strategy, Yoram was 
instrumental in setting the agenda for the discussion, hunting down relevant research information for the team to 
study beforehand, and facilitating the entire session. Through his efforts, the company's diversification strategy 
took shape, and I am not certain we could have done it without him!” 

G.B.K., CEO AND CHAIRMAN, INTERPHASE CORP. 

"I have had Yoram Solomon as a guest speaker in multiple classes over the last ten years. He is an energetic 
and engaging speaker who both informed and entertained the graduate students in my courses." 

D.J.C.P., FOUNDER & ACADEMIC DIRECTOR, THE INSTITUTE FOR INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP, THE 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS 

"I organize a memorial ceremony for the community once a year for the last three years. We have an audience 
of about 400 people and I found Yoram to be the most engaging emcee that I could hope for. Yoram invested 
significant time to understand the audience and worked closely with the other participants to create a better flow 
of the ceremony as a whole. Our audience were thrilled with his style, substance, talent and fluency in both 
Hebrew and English. Yoram orchestrated the evening in a beautiful way and we can't wait to invite him back." 

R.I., EVENT ORGANIZER, ISRAELI MEMORIAL DAY, JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER DALLAS 

"The best communicators take complex or obscure concepts and present them in an easily understood manner. 
When speaking about creativity, Yoram Solomon does just that. He masterfully explains how to prepare the 
mind for ideas, triggered when events cause the collision of concepts to solve a problem or a need. I have 
applied this process in my business, and I recommend that you do so, as well. Yoram Solomon can help unlock 
your creativity." 

N.R., COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONAL, TRANSWESTERN 

“… He has a superb command of all major schools of thought on strategic management. He has demonstrated 
exceptional abilities to lead strategy development and facilitate team activities. He is also a true outside-the-box 
thinker.” 

H.L., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PRODUCT MARKETING, KODIAK NETWORKS 

“Yoram has a unique ability to bring process to the chaos of Strategy formulation. Yoram is a professional 
bringing facts and logic to a field too often filled with mere opinion.” 

K.S., BOARD MEMBER, INTERPHASE 

“Yoram is simply the best technology strategist… He is always three moves ahead.” 

M.S., CHIEF INNOVATION OFFICER, ROCKFISH 

“Yoram developed a clear concise strategic vision for our wireless development. He was between 2 to 5 years 
ahead of the marketplace. Yoram has a wonderfully strategic mind.” 

D.W., CFO, PCTEL 
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“I enjoyed Dr. Solomon's presentation at the Association for Strategic Planning Annual Conference. Dr. 
Solomon's strategies for allowing creativity resonate beyond the corporate world to the social sector as well. 
They are particularly useful for established organizations who want to keep pace with change.” 

C.S., ASSISTANT VICE PROVOST, UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY 

“Since Yoram joined our board, he brought his direct, no-nonsense, data-based and emotion-free approach to 
dealing with issues. We don't all agree on everything, but we now feel more comfortable disagreeing, and more 
effective in making decisions.” 

C.M., BOARD TRUSTEE, PLANO INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 

“Yoram sets the stage for an environment at the board table that empowers others to look deeply at the facts at 
hand and moves the discussion in a productive direction. Even high performing districts have areas for 
improvement, and Yoram models discourse that allows challenging items to surface for evaluation and 
resolution.” 

T.R., BOARD TRUSTEE, FORMER BOARD PRESIDENT, PLANO INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 

"Thank you for sharing your expertise and talents with our North Texas Chapter of the National Speakers 
Association. Your presentation on "How to Publish a Major Book for $25" was very informative and thorough. I 
particularly appreciated the examples you gave with the various books that you have written and the processes 
that you went through to get them published and to the marketplace. I also enjoyed your light-hearted and 
humorous presentation style." 

P.P.E., LAB SPEAKER COORDINATOR, NSA NORTH TEXAS 


